Some or all of the following questions can be included on a mid-semester evaluation depending upon the specific characteristics of the subject being taught.

**Mid-Semester Subject Evaluation**

The goal of this evaluation is to provide feedback to the professor and teaching assistants about the course. Please be as specific and concrete as possible and provide suggestions for what can be realistically implemented or changed in the second half of the term.

1. **Course content.** What topics have been most interesting or useful? Which have been least interesting or useful?

2. **Professor’s teaching methods and style.** Please comment on lectures, methods and management of class discussion, availability.

3. **Textbook, course packet, readings.** Please comment on clarity and how useful written material has been to helping you learn course material.

4. **Teaching assistants.** Please comment on availability, ability to provide additional instruction:

5. **Problem sets, assignments.** Please comment on usefulness, evaluation, timely return.

6. What parts (e.g., lectures, recitations, textbook, problem sets) of the course have been most helpful learning the material?

7. Is there anything else you particularly like or dislike about the course?

8. Suggestions for improvement in second half of the semester (please think about what can be reasonably implemented).